Sub-pixel measurement system can to some extent compensate the margin positioning error caused by hardware limitation. A kind of sub-pixel measurement system of circle outer diameter based on Zernike moment is established. Sub-pixel edge detection algorithm of circular workpiece based on Zernike moment is proposed and further positioning of edge points in the gradient direction by the adoption of quadratic polynomial interpolation is conducted. Finally, circle outer diameter measurements of sub-pixel accuracy are obtained by using least square method fitting the edge points. The experiment results show that the measurement accuracy of system is high, which meets the requirement of high accuracy measurement of circular workpiece.
INTRODUCTION
The measurement system based on machine vision is characterized by non-contact, high accuracy and high degree of automation [1] . In the machine vision measurement system, improving edge detection accuracy is an important way to achieve high accuracy measurement of the system. Sub-pixel edge detection technology has attracted wide attention due to its high measurement accuracy and strong anti-interference ability.
Traditional edge detection methods, such as Sobel algorithm [2] , LOG algorithm, and Canny algorithm [3] , can only locate the edges on pixel accuracy and have poor anti-interference ability. Jensen [4] realized the sub-pixel edge positioning of grayscale images by using interpolation method, but its computation increased rapidly with the increase of number of interpolation. Lyvers [5] presented a sub-pixel edge detection method based on geometric moment. Through the adoption of six moment templates, edge grayscale jump height, background grayscale and distance and angle between pixel center and edge are obtained, which realized sub-pixel edge positioning. Shan [6] proposed a method combining canny operator and quadratic moment to realize sub-pixel edge positioning. Although these two algorithms can achieve sub-pixel edge positioning accuracy, the computation is large and the requirement of image grayscale is high. Zernike moment is the orthogonal complex moment, which can reduce the number of templates needed for sub-pixel edge detection, reduce the number of function order, and enhance the anti-interference ability [7] . Therefore, a sub-pixel measurement system of circle outer diameter based on Zernike moment is designed for the high accuracy measurement requirements of the circular workpiece in industrial production and application. System meets the requirements of edge accurate positioning and high accuracy real-time measurement of circular workpiece by the adoption of constructed circular object sub-pixel edge positioning algorithm based on Zernike moment and the combination of quadratic polynomial interpolation and least square fitting method.
_________________________________________

PRINCIPLE OF SUB-PIXEL EDGE DETECTION
Zernike Moment
The Zernike moment of 2-D continuous function f(x,y) is defined in equation (1).
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Where (n+1)/π is the standard coefficient. In the discrete images, Anm can be represented in equation (2). (2) In order to get the Zernike moment Anm of a certain point in the image, it's required to map its neighborhood point into the unit circle. The polar form of the integral kernel function Vnm(ρ,θ) is represented in equation (3) .
Where Vnm is the conjugation of Vnm*. Radial polynomial Rnm(ρ) is represented in equation (4) .
After the target image rotated φ angles, the relationship between Zernike moment Anm of original image and Zernike moment Anm' of rotated image is represented in equation (5) .
Due to |Anm'| equals |Anm|, so the amplitude of Zernike moment has rotation invariance [8] .
Zernike Orthogonal Circle
According to the definition of Zernike moment, the essence of calculating the Zernike moment of image is to weight the image by kernel function and to conduct integral operation on the unit circle [9] . When the circular object to be detected is intersecting with the circular detection area, there is only one tangent line pass the point on the edge of the circular object in the intersection area. The mapping relationship between the edge parameters of the measured object and the edge point of pixel point can be established by using the tangent line. The ideal step model is shown in Fig.1 (a) . The ideal step model indicates the relationship among the circle C1 to be measured, tangent line L of a point on the edge of C1 and unit circle C2. l is the vertical distance between tangent line L and the center of unit circle C2 and ϕ is the angle between vertical line l and x axis. Define a continuous ideal edge model on the unit circle, so the gray value of intersection area between unit circle and circle to be measured is h+k, and the gray value of other areas is h. The image coordinate system, coordinate system for the unit circle and pixel point of the center point of the unit circle are (x'o'y'), (xoy) and (xs,ys) respectively.
The relationship between the image coordinate system and unit circle coordinate system is shown in equation (6).
After the image rotated φ angles clockwise, line L in Fig.1 (a) will be parallel to y axis, as shown in Fig.1 (b) .
If the rotated image is f'(x,y), equation (7) holds. 
a) The Ideal Step Model b)
Step Model after Rotation Figure 1 
With the Zernike moment of three different orders, sub-pixel edge detection equation can be deduced, and their corresponding integral kernel functions are (1) V00=1; (2) V11=x+jy; (3)V20=2x2+2y2-1 respectively. Therefore, according to the rotation invariance of the Zernike moment, the relationship between the Zernike moment of the original image Anm and the Zernike moment of the rotated image Anm' is that A'00 equals A00, A'11 equals A11ejϕ and A'20 equals A20. Equation (7) is the imaginary part of A'11, so equation (8) (8) φ can be solved from equation (9) .
After further deduction, equation (10) and equation (11) can be obtained. ' 00
Edge parameters can be obtained from equation (12). 
Therefore, the equation of the edge of the circle in xoy coordination can be obtained. And the equation of edge sub-pixel is shown in equation (13).
Where (x',y') is the sub-pixel coordination of edge. The mapping relationship between sub-pixel edge points (x',y') and corresponding edge parameter (l, φ) is established in equation (13). However, due to template effect is not considered, it will cause error when calculating the actual edge sub-pixel coordination. Assume that the template is N×N, the deduction of equation (13) and the calculation of template coefficient are all conducted within the unit circle. But in practical application, the template is moving on the image, and convolution operation is conducted with pixel. So the template will cover N2 pixels around the center of the template. The radius of unit circle is N/2, so the distance l needs to expand N/2 times and convert to the form the template needed. Edge sub-pixel coordination equation can be modified as equation (14).
Edge Point in Gradient Direction
A series of edge points pi(xi,yi) can be obtained when orthogonal circle operator based on the Zernike moment is used to detect the edge of circle. When the resolution influence is not considered, pi(xi,yi) should be distributed on the circle, and the gradient direction is along the radius. Locate the extracted edge points in the gradient direction. If p0(x0,y0) is any point on the edge, find two adjacent edge points in edge direction p-1(x-1,y-1) and p1(x1,y1). (x-1,y-1) and (x1,y1) are the coordination of p-1(x-1,y-1) and p1(x1,y1). Direction angle β in the gradient direction at point p0(x0,y0) can be obtained by equation (15).
After β is determined, 3×3 template that centered with p0(x0,y0) in Fig.2 is used to solve interpolation points P'0 and P''0 that are adjacent to p0(x0,y0).
Assume the gradient amplitude of any point p0(x0,y0) on edge is R0, and the gradient amplitude of its two adjacent points p-1(x-1,y-1) and p1(x1,y1) are R-1 and R1 respectively. Quadratic polynomial interpolation function f(x) is shown in equation (16). 
Where xk is the interpolation point and yk is the discrete function value. x coordination and y coordination of sub-pixel edge can be obtained in equation (17) 
Where w is the pixel pitch in x direction and h is the pixel pitch in y direction. Sub-pixel edge points in gradient direction are extracted by combining Zernike moment orthogonal circle and quadratic polynomial interpolation.
PRINCIPLE OF SUB-PIXEL EDGE FITTING
After the sub-pixel edge points in the gradient direction are extracted, precise positioning parameter and radius parameter of the circle contour can be obtained by using least square method fitting the detected edge points. If the location of the center of the circle is (x0,y0), and the diameter is d, so the circle can be represented in equation (19).
If the coordinate of points on the circle are (xi,yi), the error function E can be represented in equation (20). 
Assume z equals x0 squared plus y0 squared minus r squared, and then equation (21) holds.
It can be drew from equation (19) that when x0 and y0 exist to get minimum E, best fitting circle can be obtained. Equation (22) is the partial derivative of equation (21).
The value of x0, y0 and z is derived from equation (22). So outer diameter d can be obtained from equation (23).
Center detection algorithm based on the principle of least squares has the advantages of high precision and good repeatability. In addition, parameters can be obtained within one circulation of edge points on circle contour, so the algorithm has fast calculation speed.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
Experimental Scheme
Circle outer diameter sub-pixel measurement system based on Zernike moment is mainly composed of image acquisition, image sub-pixel edge detection and caliper tool measurement. The system assembly and system workflow are shown in Fig.3 (a) and Fig.3 (b) respectively.
In order to verify the measurement accuracy of the system, three groups of circular workpieces are measured. The outer diameters are 15.002mm, 19.997mm and 25.002mm respectively.
Sub-pixel Edge Detection
Edge detection algorithm based on Zernike moment is used to conduct sub-pixel edge extraction for circular workpieces. The process is divided into four steps as shown in Fig.4 , image reading, integral operation of unit circle, detection in gradient direction and display of detection results. It can be seen from the effect of sub-pixel edge detection that the edge algorithm composed of red line has the precision of 0.1~0.2 pixels, which meets the requirements of sub-pixel precision measurement.
Measurement Results of Outer Diameter and Analysis
After the sub-pixel edge is extracted, the measuring tool caliper that packaged by least square method is used to measure the outer diameter of the circle in real time. The process is shown in Fig.5 .
It can be seen from the measurement result that the real-time measured result of the outer diameter of the circular workpiece is 25.0024mm, which is very close to 25.002mm measured by micrometer. This measurement system is applied to measure three circular workpieces, and the actual measurement results and the measurement error comparison are shown in Fig.6 . It can be seen from the outer diameter measurement results of three workpieces and measurement error rate that circle outer diameter sub-pixel measurement system based on the Zernike moment can realize the dynamic measurement precision of plus or minus 0.02mm. So the measuring accuracy is high, which can satisfy the circular workpiece measurement requirements in actual production. 
CONCLUSION
A kind of sub-pixel measurement system of circle outer diameter is proposed in this paper. In this system, the mapping relationship between edge points and edge parameters of circular object is established based on Zernike moment and the edge points of circle are extracted. Further positioning of extracted edge points in gradient direction is conducted by using quadratic polynomial interpolation. Least square method is taken to fit the edge points after the interpolation, thus the measurement results of the circular outer diameter of the sub-pixel accuracy are obtained. The system detection and measurement accuracy are verified through the image edge detection and measurement experiment. The experiment results show that the system's circular edge sub-pixel positioning method has higher detection and positioning accuracy than the traditional operator, and the accuracy of measurement meets the requirement of high precision and real-time measurement.
